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 Union veteran Eugene Ware began his history of the First Iowa Infantry by explaining the 

“miraculous speed and spontaneity” with which northern “workingmen” answered Lincoln’s call 

to arms. He underscored the battle between social classes embedded in the ostensibly sectional 

conflict that provoked civil war. Union workingmen resented the arrogance of southern planters. 

They loathed reactionary theories about the superiority of slave-labor societies. They sensed that 

their own liberty hinged on the defeat of an aristocratic rebellion. For these reasons, Ware 

concluded, the Civil War was “in fact a great labor movement.”
1
 

 Numerically, the Union army was dominated by men who worked with their hands.
2
 But 

their influence went beyond numbers. To understand the significance of soldiers’ class 

backgrounds, we must place the war in a broader political context. Studies of the character and 

conduct of Civil War soldiers often begin in April 1861 amid the echoes of South Carolina 

artillery. But even raw recruits could be veterans of political conflict that raged long before Fort 

Sumter fell. As Ware suggested, insights from antebellum history should inform Civil War 

scholarship. Why men fought shaped how they fought. In particular, the ideological baggage that 

northern soldiers carried into the conflict influenced the “hard war” they waged against the 

Confederacy.
3
 The pillaging and destruction associated with hard warfare represented more than 

a chapter in military history; it was laced with political purpose. Union soldiers regarded hard 
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war as part of a wider campaign against an elite class long perceived as personally insulting and 

politically dangerous. To trace hard war’s political history, I focus on the proslavery “mudsill” 

doctrine that clarified and intensified conflict between northern workingmen and southern elites.
4
 

Building on prewar precedents, Union volunteers refashioned the mudsill epithet into a proudly 

subversive label. Memories of mudsill talk shaped their wartime experiences, from enlistment 

and combat, to encounters with enemy civilians, in ways that help explain why so many soldiers 

believed, from the outset of the war, that hard warfare was essential to genuine victory. They 

fought not just for reunion, but also to protect their class by purging the nation of aristocratic 

taint. Victory demanded a realignment of political and economic power. It required demolishing 

the foundations of southern aristocracy, and this meant waging hard warfare on multiple fronts. 

 Three years prior to Fort Sumter, South Carolina planter and senator James H. Hammond 

threw down the gauntlet before northern laborers in his so-called “Mudsill Speech.” Thereafter, 

mudsill doctrine was identified with Hammond’s state and class as a signature of the slave 

power. Hammond was new to the Senate in 1858. He arrived amid the fierce clash over 

admitting Kansas under the Lecompton Constitution, but cared little for territorial sparring or 

constitutional hairsplitting. He believed the slave states had plenty of land; now they must 

consolidate their power and savor their command of the cotton market.
5
 Hammond’s March 4th 

address honed these ideas into a two-pronged rhetorical attack. First, he praised Dixie’s 

economic and military strength, boasting that a southern republic could dominate the 

industrialized world. Then he took the increasingly popular proslavery tenet that slavery 

provided the ideal relationship between labor and capital, and cast it in especially offensive 

terms. Hammond proclaimed that every society needed an ignorant class to perform brute labor. 

Yankees erred by filling it with resentful white voters. But the South was blessed by racial 
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slavery, in which inferior and politically powerless bondsmen did the dirty work. In a war 

between these societies, the South would prevail.
6
 These ideas were not new,

7
 but Hammond 

articulated them in alarming language on a national stage.
8
 Most infamously, he declared: 

In all social systems there must be a class to do the menial duties, to perform the 

drudgery of life. That is, a class requiring but a low order of intelligence and but 

little skill….It constitutes the very mud-sill of society, and you might as well 

attempt to build a house in the air, as to build either the one or the other, except on 

this mud-sill. Fortunately for the South, she has found a race adapted to that 

purpose….We use them for our purpose, and call them slaves…..I will not 

characterize that class at the North by that term; but you have it; it is there; it is 

everywhere; it is eternal….The difference between us is, that our slaves are hired 

for life and well compensated….Yours are hired by the day, not cared for, and 

scantily compensated.
9
 

 From Boston to San Francisco, outraged northerners erupted in protest. The insult stung, 

particularly because of its timing. The Panic of 1857 had shaken the northern economy and 

thousands remained unemployed. Hammond had kicked the “mudsills” while they were down.
10

 

He also legitimized existing fears that slaveholders threatened the freedom of all workers, 

regardless of race or region.
11

 And by braiding proslavery theory with southern nationalism, he 

primed northerners to regard secession not merely as a bid for independence, but a plot against 

liberty. Massachusetts Republican Henry Wilson later recalled that Hammond’s “open avowal” 

of sentiments “opened the eyes of [northern] men to the spirit, aims, and purposes of the Slave 

Power as perhaps no previous demonstration had been able to effect.”
12

 The “mudsill” slur 

encapsulated everything about elite southern politics northern laborers feared and despised.  
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 Hammond’s words immediately galvanized northern resistance; before they fought 

against slaveholders, northern workers battled them at the polls. Workers swiftly transformed his 

epithet into a humorously subversive badge of regional and class identity and a basis for political 

mobilization. In the summer of 1858, “mechanics and laborers” founded “Mud-sill Clubs” 

throughout the North. Members urged workingmen to “beat the very life out of that sham 

Democracy,” Hammond’s party, and vote Republican.
13

 Laborers linked working-class pride to 

Republican success, quoting proslavery propaganda to inflame voters’ hostility to the slave 

power. A banner hoisted at one of the Lincoln-Douglas debates read: “Small-Fisted Farmers, 

Mud Sills of Society, Greasy Mechanics, for A. Lincoln.”
14

 Two years later, A. Lincoln’s 

national triumph propelled eleven slave states down the road to disunion. 

 Memories of 1858 remained fresh in 1861 and informed workingmen’s views of 

secession. Because Hammond’s speech had fused southern nationalism with proslavery politics, 

northerners readily blamed the latter for disunion. Indeed, mudsill doctrine’s arrogant tone and 

reactionary content seemed to explain secessionists’ motives. One northern recruit opened his 

wartime diary by exploring the connection: “The slave olagarchy of the southern states…having 

lost their former political control of the government and not being minded to submit to the 

humiliation of sharing that control with the mud sills of the north…determined to suceed from 

the federal union and form a confederacy of their own based on the foundation rock of 

slavery.”
15

 Other self-described mudsills itched to confront rebellious slaveholders in battle. 

Mudsill talk shaped both enlistment and combat motivation. All that one impatient soldier 

wanted was a chance to “teach the rebel scoundrels a lesson which will convince them that the 

‘mud sills’ of the north are fully equal to any chivalry the F[irst] F[amilies of] V[irginia] can 

produce.”
16

 Some volunteers even appropriated the epithet for their military units; Company G of 
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the 10
th

 Kansas was styled the “Ogden Mud-Sills.”
17

 Not every Union soldier pondered mudsill 

doctrine, but its wartime uses reflected the lasting importance of antebellum class antagonism. 

 Union soldiers were politically sophisticated, and recollections of mudsill doctrine 

informed their understanding of the war’s stakes.
18

 After years of conflict with a hostile 

slaveholding class, many soldiers believed that secession was yet another plot to bolster masters’ 

continental power. In a widely reprinted June 1861 article, the New York Tribune reported that 

the phrase “‘I am a mud-sill’ is now a common expression of the Soldiers who fight for liberty.” 

Recruits recalled Hammond’s effort to “degrade the laborer of the North to the level of the slave 

of the South.” They understood that if “the rebel states…prevail in this contest,” northern 

workers would fall to a “degrading position, socially and politically.”
19

 This popular analysis 

may have misread secessionist goals – but it revealed the logic of workingmen’s Unionism, in 

which defense of class, region, and nation fused together. 

 Union recruiters and opinion-makers evoked mudsill talk to sustain enthusiasm for the 

war. When Edward H. Serrell sought recruits for an “Engineers and Artisans Regiment,” he 

warned that the “so-called SOUTHERN CHIVALRY” meant to “place the NORTHERN 

MECHANIC on the same grade as the Southern slave” and reminded readers that slaveholders 

called them “NORTHERN MUD-SILLS AND GREASY MECHANICS.” By joining his 

regiment, skilled workers could weaponize their craftsmanship.
20

 Patriotic songs and poems also 

called “mudsills” to the colors. A song entitled “Northmen, Come Out!” appeared in May 1861 

and remained in print throughout the war. One verse urged recruits to come “Out in your strength 

and let them know/How Working Men to Work can go./Out in your might and let them feel/How 

Mudsills strike when edged with steel.”
21

 More sophisticated was the 1861 poem by Goram P. 

Stevens entitled “March of the Mud-Sills.” Celebrating Union soldiers’ working-class roots, 
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Stevens defiantly recalled “the taunting words of old/When the mud-sills were derided, and the 

gentlemen extolled.” Stevens appropriated the label: “the taunting name of Mud-sills,” he 

declared, “we adopt it here today.” After revisiting these familiar themes, Stevens analyzed the 

balance of power between northern workers and southern aristocrats. National prosperity, he 

argued, depended upon workingmen, and the war would expose Hammond’s misreading of 

American political economy. Working-class armies would sweep southward to vindicate the 

freedom and dignity of labor against an aristocratic foe. They would rebuild the Union on a 

democratic basis, aligning political with economic power so that “the class that built the nation, 

from their energy and skill/Shall be free to mould its progress by the edict of their will.” Early in 

the war, Hammond’s critics resolved not merely to restore the Union, but to make it safe for 

working people by wresting power away from a dangerous aristocracy.
22

  

 Whether scribbling in diaries or publishing in newspapers, northerners interpreted the war 

as a collision between classes as well as sections. After tasting combat, northern recruits 

ironically recalled mudsill talk as they relished their battlefield triumphs. A Union soldier 

reported on an 1862 skirmish with Confederate cavalry, who “came dashing on, in all the pride 

of the Southern Chivalry.” As they closed with a Massachusetts regiment, the “mudsills from 

Mass” unleashed “a storm of whistling, stinging, humming minniballs. Saddles are emptied and 

the noble sons of the sunny South bite the dust.”
23

 The mingling of regional and social identities 

obscured where the sectional struggle ended and the class struggle began. Union soldiers and 

their admirers also savored opportunities to use artisanal skills in the field. In an article entitled 

“What ‘Mudsills’ Undertake,” an effusive Pennsylvania correspondent reported that Union 

“mechanics” needed just forty-eight hours to rebuild a bridge destroyed by retreating 

Confederates, exulting that an army “composed of such material will not long allow any 
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obstacles the rebels may place in their way to impede their southward march.”
24

 Yankee 

ingenuity and a free-labor ethic gave mudsill armies a strategic edge. 

 Most importantly, the insulting idiom of mudsill doctrine shaped interactions between 

Union soldiers and enemy citizens in ways that underscored the necessity of hard warfare. As 

they captured Confederate territory, Union soldiers collided with hostile noncombatants, many of 

whom hurled “mudsill,” among other epithets, at the occupiers. A Union private who tried to 

drink from a well on a Mississippi plantation provoked a “Southern Cyclone” of a woman who 

“called him all the names in the Southern vocabulary that had ever been applied by the chivalry 

of the South to Northern men, from ‘mudsills’ to ‘Lincoln hirelings.’”
25

 These confrontations 

validated Union soldiers’ darkest suspicions about slaveholders’ attitudes and ideology. Scholars 

have shown that hard war was carefully calibrated and fell particularly heavily on planters – and 

on South Carolina planters heaviest of all.
26

 These patterns are consistent with soldiers’ class-

inflected war aims. Frequently-refreshed memories of mudsill doctrine shaped their destructive 

strategies. Encounters with defiant civilians confirmed that genuine victory required the 

demolition of the slaveholding class. 

 Some of the destruction was psychological. Politically astute Federals yearned to 

humiliate their foes, and not merely for revenge. In 1863, a Pennsylvania colonel reported that 

his men despised politicians who called for compromise. The key to a lasting victory was to 

subdue the southern spirit. “We must whip the South into proper respect for us.”
27

 The argument 

was unassailable if one blamed elite hauteur for the war. When Hammond boastfully anticipated 

southern independence, he taught northerners to associate secession with planter arrogance. In 

response, Union soldiers attacked the psychological mainspring of secession.
28

 Sometimes, 

humiliating civilian foes meant hastening slavery’s demise. An artillerist reported from 
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Virginia’s Eastern Shore that his comrades thwarted a local master who boarded their transport 

to recover runaway slaves. Seizing the planter, “a perfect specimen of a fine Virginia 

gentleman,” who was “too fine to look at a laboring man, unless he was a black one,” the men 

tossed him overboard. The exhilarated Yankee asked his parents to imagine the aristocrat “being 

tossed fifteen feet in the air, three times, by Union solders – Northern mudsills.”
29

 His comrades 

simultaneously vindicated northern laborers and emancipated southern slaves. They fought on 

psychological and economic fronts: the drenched master lost dignity and property in one instant. 

 This inclination toward hard warfare appeared early in the conflict, long before the 

notorious 1864 campaigns, and originated in the ranks, among men who most keenly felt the 

sting of Hammond’s remarks.
30

 Scholars who argue for a grassroots impetus for hard war often 

point to soldier psychology or the proverbial unruliness of volunteer armies.
31

 But their 

important arguments can be strengthened by attention to the class politics of the Civil War era. 

Northern soldiers itched to unleash hard warfare against aristocratic enemies. To conciliate the 

self-proclaimed chivalry seemed deferential and counterproductive. Writing from near Memphis 

in 1862, John Cheney complained of having to be “too gentlemanly.” Cheney was an 

entrepreneur, not a laborer, but he identified with working-class soldiers and keenly felt the sting 

of southern insults. His comrades instinctively sought to demolish the cotton kingdom, and they 

had begun to do considerable damage “in the way of cotton burning.” But officers quickly 

stopped them, and this, Cheney believed, made them look weak. “The result is we are only taken 

for cowardly mudsills who are here courting Southern favor.” He yearned for a more aggressive 

approach. “[I] would be glad if we could only be allowed to subsist ourselves on the property of 

traitors and hang every guerrilla we could find to the nearest tree,” Cheney wrote. “Then they 

would feel a little differently and be compelled to submit or die.” For his part, Cheney waged 
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hard war through unauthorized emancipation. “I have helped hide a way a smart Mulatto slave 

tonight,” he confided to his wife, “and by God I will try and find some way to get him north.” 

Determined to strike the Achilles’ heel of a slaveholding republic, Cheney became a liberator.
32

 

Psychological warfare and emancipation were, of course, accompanied by physical 

devastation. The multi-pronged strategy was calculated to obliterate the mental and material 

foundations of the southern oligarchy. Yankees especially delighted in the destruction of cotton. 

Hammond’s “Mudsill Speech” was, after all, also his “King Cotton Speech,” and to destroy a 

cotton bale – or a cotton gin or press – was to sap the foundation of the Confederacy.
33

 It was not 

only a mode of economic warfare; it was also a revolutionary act in which maligned free workers 

demolished the material basis of the slave power. An Ohio soldier reflected in depth on this point 

in a letter, written from Alabama, to his hometown newspaper in late 1863: 

Here one sees the aristocratic Southern planter, with his large plantation stocked 

with negroes, counted by hundreds, and fabulous wealth…. Cotton was then king, 

and his subjects lived and reigned in the highest style, surrounded by all the 

luxuries of a sunny clime. This was in times before they undertook to ‘go it 

alone.’ King cotton has been dethroned, and his subjects humbled….The mud sills 

of the North roam at will over the plantations, burn rails, forage on the country, 

and the negroes flock into our camps, leaving their lordly masters helpless and 

dependent….Sneering and turning up noses at Yankees is ‘played out,’ and 

charity is acceptable. They vie with the mud sills in barter and traffic, and get 

anything from a chicken to a horse….Cotton is whipped, and corn is king, 

triumphant. Alas! for the pride and boasting of the chivalrous subjects of King 

cotton!...Where pride is once humbled there is hope of repentance.
34
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This passage encapsulated the class conflict embedded in the Civil War, revealing how it shaped 

soldiers’ understandings of why the war came and how it could be won. The author began with a 

caricature of elite southern life validated by firsthand experience. His description of aristocratic 

grandeur dramatized the contrast between antebellum prosperity and wartime ruin. He savored 

planters’ self-destruction, connecting their desire to “go it alone” with the ruinous consequences. 

As “mud sills” roamed at will across cotton plantations, they shattered the wealth and pretension 

of aristocratic enemies. Rebellious planters no longer insulted them. Instead, they acted more like 

Yankees, watching the bottom line in order to survive. The national balance of power had shifted 

northward and the future looked bright. Indeed, the Ohioan anticipated reconciliation through the 

repentance he believed would accompany defeat. Humiliation, destruction, and deprivation 

would topple the pillars of aristocracy, bringing lasting and legitimate peace.
35

 

 Defiantly proud mudsills who burned and emancipated their way across the cotton 

kingdom strove to finish a fight that began years before the Civil War. Sectionalism mattered, as 

was evident in the “Yankee” epithet often coupled with “mudsill.” But workingmen-turned-

soldiers knew that this was more than a confrontation between a monolithic “North” and “South” 

and they targeted elitist enemies for especially hard warfare. Their urge to vindicate both class 

and section prompted them wage hard warfare on multiple fronts. But theirs was only a partial 

victory. The continued use of the mudsill epithet after 1865 alarmed many northern onlookers, 

who cited it as evidence that the spirit of secession remained.
36

 Some northerners, including 

former Democrats, responded by embracing the Radical Republican vision of Reconstruction. 

Nevertheless, Union veterans long remembered the sweetness of their victory over Hammond’s 

peers.
37

 For them, hard warfare was the culmination of a long struggle that began before 1861 

and became an emancipatory crusade. As one veteran put it in 1888, the Civil War had “decreed 
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that capital shall not own labor, and that the ‘mudsill,’ the ‘mechanic’ and the ‘operator,’ as free 

men….are the bed-rock of the best civilization.”
38

 Rightly remembered as a watershed in the 

struggle for racial justice, the Civil War, according to men who wore the blue, was also a 

milestone for working people of all colors.  
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